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THE PROBLEM: 
New residents in a city have a difficult time learning the local 
recycling guidelines and lack community support that can 
provide quick and easy recycling information.

THE SOLUTION: 
We believe an app that provides clear local recycling 
guidelines and friendly, goal-oriented competition/rewards for 
people who recycle or want to start recycling will create 
awareness, confidence and enthusiasm for community 
recycling.

OUR ROLE:  UX research and design

TOOLS: Adobe Illustrator, Adobe XD, Figma, Miro
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User Research / Define & Ideation / Prototyping / Testing & Iterations



Interview Plan
We began by surveying 65 participants, who currently utilize recycling as a 
waste disposal method.

Based off of our survey results we began to conduct 6 user interviews in order 
to gain insight on the level of comfort/knowledge that people had with 
recycling as well as their pain points.
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Interview Plan Outline

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MHr-ZlsT8-rmKi-d5--RZe74Yk3bTwLQMXRF0YsyGeo/edit?usp=sharing


Interview Transcripts
A number of people that were interviewed mentioned that they 
struggle to identify which plastics can be recycled.
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“I still don’t really know the 
difference between the numbers 
for plastics. I typically put 
everything in the recycling when 
I'm unsure.”

Maria, Age 30

“Plastics are difficult. I think we 
probably throw away a lot of 
plastic that could be recycled.”

User Interview Notes

Jeanne, Age 45

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HNoBCDtnJMWLiZ7dum6iLzzOubZMPL1e/view?usp=sharing


Affinity Diagram
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The data from the user 
interviews was 
organized into 7 
categories. We then 
narrowed our focus to 
three key points.

● Guidelines not clear

● Accessibility

● Make it fun



User Persona
Your user persona here.
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Competitor Analysis
We downloaded, installed, and 
onboarded 6 recycling apps, and did 
a run through of features. This gave 
us an idea of the apps already out 
there, what worked and didn’t work 
for onboarding, and where we had 
opportunities to provide features 
that the market is currently lacking.
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Competitor Analysis Matrix

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1NTIMu93t0_O_SspuX2l3inLyK9tYPR-kTsceTULKI1k/edit?usp=sharing
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User Research / Define & Ideation / Prototyping / Testing & Iterations



User Insight
Andrea needs convenient, accurate recycling information because of confusion 
about whether plastics and other materials can be recycled where she lives.

During interviews and surveys, we discovered that most people recycle and feel 
positive about it, but often are not sure which items can or cannot be 
recycled.

Therefore, we believe that household waste can be further reduced and that we 
might be able to help if we provided up to date resources for local recycling 
guidelines, and made recycling fun with friendly competition and/or rewards.
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User Insight Sticky Notes

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hms_8np8YfSK0VCt3e3FoXgLAqwGkkjg/view?usp=sharing


Problem Statement
Our recycling app was designed to provide up to date, local recycling 
guidelines, and generate enthusiasm for community recycling. We have 
observed that current apps don’t have ways to connect a user with their 
recycling provider, and the general guidelines those apps list may not apply 
to the user’s local area. Our app will link to the user’s recycling service for up 
to date guidelines, and provide fun ways to get involved, like a community 
leaderboard that tracks waste reduction and recycling over time, or other 
activities.
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Ideation
Our group utilized the “I Like, I Wish, What If” brainstorming to determine ways 
in which we could address our user’s needs, wants, and pain points with our app.
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I Like, I Wish, What If link

I like that I can accurately 
determine what goes in the 
recycling bin

I wish that it was  easier to 
keep track of what I can and 
cannot recycle

What if I could take a photo of 
an item and the app would tell 
me if my provider accepts it for 
recycling?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1eaHxWKqO9pDAHAYZfVC8AxaOt6t8M0lkcxvxtN0m_O4/edit?usp=sharing


Feature Prioritization Matrix
Our priority matrix 
revealed common wants 
and needs from our 
interviews.
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● Clear Recycling Guidelines

● Make Recycling Fun

● Track Your Recycling 

Progress



Value Proposition
New residents in a city have a difficult time learning 
the local recycling guidelines and lack community 
support that can provide quick and easy recycling 
information.

We believe an app that provides clear local recycling 
guidelines and friendly, goal-oriented 
competition/rewards for people who recycle or want 
to start recycling will create awareness, confidence 
and enthusiasm for community recycling.
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Storyboard 
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User Journey 
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User Research / Define & Ideation / Prototyping / Testing & Iterations



User Flow 
The user flow shows the sign up and onboarding 
process, as well as navigation from the main 
screen to some of the features on the app.
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First Iteration

Second Iteration



Sketches & Digital Wireframes
Sketches brought into Adobe XD for user testing.
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User Research / Define & Ideation / Prototyping / Testing & Iterations



Hi-Fi XD Prototype & Guerrilla Testing

Guerrilla testing was 
done with 5 people to 
identify any further 
issues with user flow. 
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Key Takeaways
from Guerrilla Tests

We conducted five guerrilla user tests on 
the new prototype and found a few key 
issues. Some of the onboarding steps were 
confusing, and users weren’t quite sure 
what all of the navigation icons were for 
the first time they used the app.
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Confusing Onboarding Steps

Ambiguous Nav Icons



Iterations Made Based on User Test
● Eliminated unnecessary 

screen at the end of 
onboarding

● Added coaching cards to 
explain the navigation and 
features

● Added text to the nav icons to 
better inform the user
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iOS Mockups
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iOS Prototype
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iOS Prototype Link

https://xd.adobe.com/view/b94a89c7-02d3-4184-89ab-9ba1241e4b10-ec19/


Final Thoughts / Conclusion
Even though recycling is an everyday part of most people’s lives, there is still 
confusion and ongoing changes regarding what can be recycled. The RecycleAid 
app eliminates that confusion and makes recycling fun with its tracking features 
and friendly neighborhood competitions and rewards.
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Next Steps
Finalize features and content
Develop tracking and rewards 
systems (content and design)

KPI/Metrics
Recycling company ad revenue

Local business 
support/revenue

User retention/activity
Thank
You!
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